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Soft and jazzy guitar music with lots of melody. 11 MP3 Songs JAZZ: Smooth Jazz, EASY LISTENING:

Soft Rock Details: The Setting. The elevator up to fifth floor. Thin walls from the early functional-style

period. Lonely tones can be perceived. 44 square meters; studio, guitars everywhere. 17 degrees Celsius

in the winter, 30 in the summer. Riddarfjrden ("Bay of Knights" in the middle of Stockholm) glitters and

inspires. "My Kind Of Picture" has to a great extent been created under the influence of the environment

in which it was made. The Music. As the title "My Kind Of Picture" reveals Erik has, on this his fifth album,

been thinking in pictures while composing: "Oceans May" - the power of the ocean is absolute. Waves

against a desert beach. The sun is dark, dark red. "Silent Reunion" - pure and simple romance. "Northern

Lights" - far away but yet so close. Northern lights was played every morning in Swedish Television

between 1996-2000. Spreads light but also sadness. The title and title melody is a declaration of love to

the motion picture that in its way of expression is related to the music. The People. Fredrik Bergstrm -

"The man with the three arms" - and Peter Rousu lends weight and rhythm to the music. The keyboard

virtuoso Aare Pder, who participated on Eriks previous CD "Duende" plays an important role this time as

well. Johan Adelstl took the pictures and made the cover design. Reviews: "Erik is a divinely gifted

musician, a incredibly skillful guitar-player, both technical and inventive... The music is meditative,

soulfull, lyric, impulsive and inspiring." (Gteborgs-Posten) "A find for jazz haters, dreamy, lively, at times

"spanish" guitarfantasies." (Expressen) "A constant flow of new ideas. Five albums in ten years and still

no sign of clichees. It is hard not to be impressed with this young demon guitarist." (Helsingborgs

Dagblad) "His music is so overpoweringly beautiful that it feels like sitting in front of a soothing log fire or

in a yoga position." (Nr&Var) "Anyone who takes the time to get into Erik Borelius world of music will be

generously rewarded." (Metro)
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